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1 Two smooth spheresA andB, of equal radii and of masses 3m and 6m respectively, are at rest on a
smooth horizontal surface. SphereA is projected directly towardsB with speedu. The coefficient of
restitution betweenA andB is e. Show that the kinetic energy lost in the collision betweenA andB
is mu2(1− e2). [7]
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Two light elastic strings, each of natural lengtha and modulus of elasticity 2mg, are attached to a
particleP of massm. The strings join the particle to the pointsA andB which are fixed and at a
distance 4a apart on a smooth horizontal surface. The particle is at rest at the mid-pointO of AB.
The particle is now displaced a small distance in a direction perpendicular toAB, on the surface, and
released from rest. At timet, the displacement ofP from O is x (see diagram). Show that

ẍ = −4gx
a
(1− 1

2
(1+ x2

4a2
)−1

2). [5]

Given that
x
a

is so small that(x
a
)2

and higher powers may be neglected, show that the motion ofP is

approximately simple harmonic and state the period of the motion. [2]

3 The pointO is on the fixed linel. PointsA andB on l are such thatOA= 6 m andOB= 8 m, withO
betweenA andB. A particleP oscillates onl in simple harmonic motion with centreO. WhenP is at
A its speed is 4 m s−1, and whenP is atB its speed is 3 m s−1. Show that the amplitude of the motion
is 10 m and find the period of the motion. [4]

Find the time taken byP to travel directly fromA to B, throughO. [4]

4 A smooth sphere, with centreO and radiusa, has its lowest point fixed on a horizontal plane. A
particleP of massm is projected horizontally with speedu from the highest point on the outer surface
of the sphere. In the subsequent motion,OP makes an angleθ with the upward vertical throughO.
Show that, whileP remains in contact with the sphere, the magnitude of the reaction of the sphere on

P is mg(3 cosθ − 2) − mu2

a
. [4]

The particle loses contact with the surface of the sphere whenθ = α. Given thatu = 1
2

√
(ga), find

(i) cosα, [2]

(ii) the vertical component of the velocity ofP as it strikes the horizontal plane. [5]
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A uniform rodAB, of massm and length 6a, is rigidly attached atB to a point on the circumference
of a uniform circular lamina of massm, radius 2a and centreO. The lamina and the rod are in the
same vertical plane, andABOis a straight line (see diagram). Show that the moment of inertia of the
system about an axisl throughA perpendicular to the plane of the lamina is 78ma2. [4]

A particle of mass 2m is now attached atB and the system is free to rotate in a vertical plane about
the fixed axisl which is horizontal. InitiallyAB is horizontal, withO moving downwards and the

system having angular velocity3
5

√(g
a
). At time t, ABmakes an angleθ with the downward vertical

throughA.

(i) Find, in terms ofa, g andθ, an expression for
d2θ

dt2
. [4]

(ii) Find the angular velocity of the system whenB is vertically belowA. [3]

6 A random sample of 10 observations of a normal random variableX has meanx, where

x = 8.254, Σ(x− x)2 = 0.912.

Using a 5% significance level, test whether the mean ofX is greater than 8.05. [7]

7 The waiting time,T minutes, before a customer is served in a restaurant has distribution function F
given by

F(t) = {1− e−λ t t ≥ 0,

0 t < 0,

whereλ is a positive constant. The standard deviation ofT is 8. Find

(i) the value ofλ , [2]

(ii) the probability that a customer has to wait between 5 and 10 minutes before being served, [2]

(iii) the median value ofT. [3]
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8 Residents of three townsA, B andC were asked to grade the reliability of their digital television
signal as good, satisfactory or poor. A random sample of responses from each town is taken and the
numbers in each category are given in the following table.

Good Satisfactory Poor

TownA 24 34 14

TownB 58 60 26

TownC 20 34 30

Test, at the 2.5% significance level, whether grade of reliability is independent of town. [7]

Identify which town makes the greatest contribution to the test statistic and relate your answer to the
context of the question. [2]

9 The continuous random variableX has probability density function f given by

f(x) =


1
2a

−a ≤ x ≤ a,

0 otherwise,

wherea is a positive constant. Find the distribution function ofX. [3]

The random variableY is defined byY = eX. Find the distribution function ofY. [3]

Given thata = 4, find the value ofk for which P(Y ≥ k) = 0.25. [3]

10 Engineers are investigating the speed of the internet connection received by households in two towns
P and Q. The speeds, in suitable units, inP and Q are denoted byx and y respectively. For a
random sample of 50 houses in townP and a random sample of 40 houses in townQ the results are
summarised as follows.

Σ x = 240 Σ x2 = 1224 Σ y = 168 Σ y2 = 754

Calculate a 95% confidence interval forµP − µQ, whereµP andµQ are the population mean speeds for
P andQ. [6]

Test, at the 1% significance level, whetherµP is greater thanµQ. [6]
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11 Answer onlyone of the following two alternatives.

EITHER

A

C

B

q

3a

a
The diagram shows a uniform rodAB, of length 4a and weightW, resting in equilibrium with its
endA on rough horizontal ground. The rod rests atC on the surface of a smooth cylinder whose
axis is horizontal. The cylinder rests on the ground and is fixed to it. The rod is in a vertical plane
perpendicular to the axis of the cylinder and is inclined at an angleθ to the horizontal, where cosθ = 3

5.
A particle of weightkW is attached to the rod atB. Given thatAC= 3a, show that the least possible

value of the coefficient of frictionµ between the rod and the ground is
8(2k+ 1)
13k+ 19

. [9]

Given thatµ = 9
10, find the set of values ofk for which equilibrium is possible. [3]

OR

For a random sample of 5 pairs of values ofx andy, the equations of the regression lines ofy on x
andx ony are respectively

y = −0.5x+ 5 and x = −1.2y+ 7.6.

Find the value of the product moment correlation coefficient for this sample. [3]

Test, at the 5% significance level, whether the population product moment correlation coefficient
differs from zero. [4]

The following table shows the sample data.

x 1 2 5 5 p

y 5 3 4 2 q

Find the values ofp andq. [5]
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